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Abstract. This paper addresses the problem of self-supervised video
representation learning from a new perspective – by video pace predic-
tion. It stems from the observation that human visual system is sensitive
to video pace, e.g., slow motion, a widely used technique in film making.
Specifically, given a video played in natural pace, we randomly sample
training clips in different paces and ask a neural network to identify the
pace for each video clip. The assumption here is that the network can only
succeed in such a pace reasoning task when it understands the underlying
video content and learns representative spatio-temporal features. In addi-
tion, we further introduce contrastive learning to push the model towards
discriminating different paces by maximizing the agreement on similar
video content. To validate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we
conduct extensive experiments on action recognition and video retrieval
tasks with several alternative network architectures. Experimental eval-
uations show that our approach achieves state-of-the-art performance for
self-supervised video representation learning across different network ar-
chitectures and different benchmarks. The code and pre-trained models
are available at https://github.com/laura-wang/video-pace.
Keywords: Self-supervised learning · Video representation · Pace.
1 Introduction
Convolutional neural networks have witnessed absolute success in video repre-
sentation learning [7, 47, 13] with human-annotated labels. Researchers have de-
veloped a wide range of neural networks [43, 46, 47] ingeniously, which extract
powerful spatio-temporal representations for video understanding. Meanwhile,
millions of labeled training data [26, 27] and powerful training resources are
also the fundamental recipes for such great success. However, obtaining a large
number of labeled video samples requires massive human annotations, which
is expensive and time-consuming. Whereas at the same time, billions of unla-
beled videos are available freely on the Internet. Therefore, video representation
learning from unlabeled data is crucial for video understanding and analysis.
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Clip I Clip II Clip III
Question: Normal, Slow, or Fast?
Answer: Clip I: slow;  Clip II: Normal; Clip III: fast. 
Fig. 1. Illustration of the proposed pace prediction task. Given a video sample, frames
are randomly selected by different paces to formulate the training inputs. Here, three
different clips, Clip I, II, III, are sampled by normal, slow and fast pace randomly. Can
you ascribe the corresponding pace label to each clip? (Answer is provided below.)
Among all the unsupervised learning paradigms, self-supervised learning is
proved to be one promising methodology [38, 1]. The typical solution is to pro-
pose appropriate pretext tasks that generate free training labels automatically
and encourage neural networks to learn transferable semantic spatio-temporal
features for the downstream tasks. Such pretext tasks can be roughly divided into
two categories: (1) generative dense prediction, such as flow fields prediction [15],
future frame prediction [45, 48], etc. (2) discriminative classification/regression,
such as video order prediction [36, 14, 34, 57, 28], rotation transformation predic-
tion [25], motion and appearance statistics regression [51], etc. While promising
results have been achieved, some of the approaches leverage pre-computed mo-
tion channels [51, 15], e.g., optical flow, to generate the training labels. This could
be both time and space consuming, especially when the pre-training dataset
scales to millions/trillions of data. To alleviate such a problem, in this work, we
propose a simple yet effective pretext task without referring to pre-computed
motion. Instead, we only base on the original videos as input.
Inspired by the rhythmic montage in film making, we observe that human
visual system is sensitive to motion pace and can easily distinguish different paces
once understanding the covered content. Such a property has also been revealed
in neuroscience studies [17, 54]. To this end, we propose a simple yet effective
task to perform self-supervised video representation learning: pace prediction.
Specifically, given videos played in natural pace, video clips with different paces
are generated according to different temporal sampling rates. A learnable model
is then trained to identify which pace the input video clip corresponds to. As
aforementioned, the assumption here is that if the model is able to distinguish
different paces, it has to understand the underlying content. Fig. 1 illustrates
the basic idea of the proposed approach.
In the proposed pace prediction framework, we utilize 3D convolutional neu-
ral networks (CNNs) as our backbone network to learn video representation,
following prior works [57, 35]. Specifically, we investigated several architectures,
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including C3D [46], 3D-ResNet [47, 20], R(2+1)D [47], and S3D-G [56]. Further-
more, we incorporate contrastive learning to enhance the discriminative capa-
bility of the model for video understanding. Extensive experimental evaluations
with several video understanding tasks demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed approach. We also present a study of different backbone architectures as
well as alternative configurations of contrastive learning. The experimental re-
sult suggests that the proposed approach can be well integrated into different
architectures and achieves state-of-the-art performance for self-supervised video
representation learning.
The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows.
– We propose a simple yet effective approach for self-supervised video repre-
sentation learning by pace prediction. This novel pretext task provides a
solution to learn spatio-temporal features without explicitly leveraging the
motion channel, e.g., optical flow.
– We further introduce contrastive learning to regularize the pace prediction
objective. Two configurations are investigated by maximizing the mutual
information either between same video pace or same video context.
– Extensive experimental evaluations on three network architectures and two
downstream tasks across three datasets show that the proposed approach
achieves state-of-the-art performance and demonstrates great potential to
learn from tremendous amount of video data, in a simple manner.
2 Related Work
Video Representation Learning. Video understanding, especially action
recognition, has been extensively studied for decades, where video representa-
tion learning serves as the fundamental problem of other video-related tasks,
such as complex action recognition [23], action temporal localization [8, 41, 42],
video caption [49, 52], etc. Initially, various hand-crafted local spatio-temporal
descriptors are proposed for video representations, such as STIP [32], HOG3D
[29], etc. Wang et al. [50] proposed improved dense trajectories (iDT) descrip-
tors, which combined the effective HOG, HOF [33] and MBH descriptors [10],
and achieved the best results among all hand-crafted features. With the im-
pressive success of CNN in image understanding problem and the availability of
large-scale video datasets such as sports1M [26], ActivityNet [5], Kinetics-400 [7],
studies on data-driven deep learning-based video analysis started to emerge. Ac-
cording to the input modality, these video representation learning methods can
be roughly divided into two categories: one is to directly take RGB videos as in-
puts, while the other is to take both RGB videos and optical flows as inputs. Tran
et al. [46] extended the 2D convolution kernels to 3D and proposed C3D network
to learn spatio-temporal representations. Simonyan and Zisserman [43] proposed
a two-stream network that extracts spatial features from RGB inputs and tem-
poral features from optical flows, followed by a fusion scheme. Recently, [13]
proposed to capture the video information in a slow-fast manner, which showed
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that input videos with slow and fast speed help the supervised action recogni-
tion task. Although impressive results have been achieved, video representation
learning with human-annotated label is both time-consuming and expensive.
Self-supervised Learning. Self-supervised learning is becoming increasingly
attractive due to its great potential to leverage the large amount of unlabeled
data. The key idea behind it is to propose a pretext task that generates pseudo
training labels without human annotation. Various pretext tasks have been pro-
posed for self-supervised image representation learning, such as context-based
prediction [11], rotation prediction [16], colorization [60], inpainting [40], clus-
tering [6] and contrastive learning [38, 9, 22, 2], to name a few.
Recently, pretext tasks designed for videos are investigated to learn generic
representations for downstream video tasks, such as action recognition, video
retrieval, etc. Intuitively, a large number of studies [14, 34, 36] leveraged the
distinct temporal information of videos and proposed to use frame sequence
ordering as their pretext tasks. Bu¨chler et al. [4] further used deep reinforcement
learning to design the sampling permutations policy for order prediction tasks.
Gan et al. [15] proposed to learn video representations by predicting the optical
flow or disparity maps between frames. Although these methods demonstrate
promising results, the learned representations are only based on one or two
frames as they used 2D CNN for self-supervised learning. Consequently, some
recent works [19, 35, 57, 28] proposed to use 3D CNNs as backbone networks for
spatio-temporal representations learning, among which [28, 57, 35] extended the
2D frame ordering pretext tasks to 3D video clip ordering, and [19] proposed a
pretext task to predict future frames embedding. Some concurrent works [3, 58]
also investigate the speed property of video as in this work, and the reader
is encouraged to review them for a broader picture. Self-supervised learning
from multi-modality sources, e.g., video and audio [39, 30, 1], also demonstrated
promising results. In this paper, we focus on the video modality only and leave
the potential extension to multi-modality as future research.
3 Our Approach
We address the video representation learning problem in a self-supervised man-
ner. To achieve this goal, rather than training with human-annotated labels, we
train a model with labels generated automatically from the video inputs X. The
essential problem is how to design an appropriate transformation g(·), usually
termed as pretext task, so as to yield transformed video inputs X˜ with human-
annotated free labels that encourage the network to learn powerful semantic
spatio-temporal features for the downstream tasks, e.g., action recognition.
In this work, we propose pace transformation gpac(·) with a pace prediction
task for self-supervised learning. Our idea is inspired by the slow motion which is
widely used in film making for capturing a key moment and producing dramatic
effect. Humans can easily identify it due to their sensitivity of the pace variation
and a sense of normal pace. We explore whether a network could also have such
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Video in 
natural pace
1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 114 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
12 13 14
18 19 7 8 9 10 11
102 4 6 8
11 14 17 20 23
Super slow, p =1/3
Random pace, random start frame
Slow, p =1/2
Normal, p =1
Fast, p =2
Super fast, p =3
Fig. 2. Generating training samples and pace labels from the proposed pretext task.
Here, we show five different sampling paces, named as super slow, slow, normal, fast,
and super fast. The darker the initial frame is, the faster the entire clip plays.
ability to distinguish video play pace. Our assumption is that a network is not
capable to perform such pace prediction task effectively unless it understands
the video content and learns powerful spatio-temporal representations.
3.1 Pace Prediction
We aim to train a model with pace-varying video clips as inputs and ask the
model to predict the video play paces. We assume that such a pace prediction
task will encourage the neural network to learn generic transferable video repre-
sentations and benefit downstream tasks. Fig. 2 shows an example of generating
the training samples and pace labels. Note that in this example, we only il-
lustrate one training video with five distinct sampling paces. Whereas in our
final implementation, the sampling pace is randomly selected from several pace
candidates, not restricted to these five specific sampling paces.
As shown in Fig. 2, given a video in natural pace with 25 frames, training clips
will be sampled by different paces p. Typically, we consider five pace candidates
{super slow, slow, normal, fast, super fast}, where the corresponding paces p are
1/3, 1/2, 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Start frame of each video clip is randomly
generated and will loop over the video sample if the desired training clip is longer
than the original video sample. Methods to generate each training clip with a
specific p are illustrated in the following:
– Normal motion, where p = 1, training clips are sampled consecutively from
the original video. The video play speed is the same as the normal pace.
– Fast motion, where p > 1, we directly sample a video frame from the original
video for every p frames, e.g., super fast clip with p = 3 contains frames 11,
14, 17, 20 and 23. As a result, when we play the clip in nature 25 fps, it
looks like the video is speed up compared to the original pace.
– Slow motion, where p < 1, we put the sampled frames into the five-frames
clip for every 1/p frames instead, e.g., slow clip with p = 1/2, only frames
1, 3, 5 are filled with sampled frames. Regarding the blank frames, one may
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consider to fill it with preceding frame, or apply interpolation algorithms
[24] to estimate the intermediate frames. In practice, for simplicity, we use
the preceding frame for the blank frames.
Formally, we denote the pace sampling transformation as g(x). Given a video
x, we apply g(x|p) to obtain the training clip x˜ with a training pace p. The pace
prediction pretext task is formulated as a classification problem and the neural
network f(x˜) is trained with cross entropy loss Lcls described as:
Lcls = −
M∑
i=1
yi(log
exp(hi)∑M
j=1 exp(hj)
), h = f(x˜) = f(gpac(x|p)), (1)
where M is the number of all the pace rate candidates.
Avoid Shortcuts. As first pointed out in [11], when designing a pretext task,
one must pay attention to the possibility that a network could be cheating or
taking shortcuts to accomplish the pretext task by learning trivial solutions/low-
level features rather than the desired high-level semantic representations. Such
observations are also reported in [19, 28] for self-supervised video representation
learning. .
3.2 Contrastive Learning
To further enhance the pace prediction task and regularize the learning pro-
cess, we propose to leverage contrastive learning as an additional objective.
Contrastive learning in a self-supervised manner has shown great potential and
achieved comparable results with supervised visual representation learning re-
cently [38, 9, 2, 22, 19, 55]. It stems from Noise-Contrastive Estimation [18] and
aims to distinguish the positive samples from a group of negative samples. The
fundamental problem of contrastive learning lies in the definition of positive and
negative samples. For example, Chen et al. [22] consider the pair with different
data augmentations applied to the same sample as positive, while Bachman et
al. [2] takes different views of a shared context as positive pair. In this work,
we consider two possible strategies to define positive samples: same context and
same pace. In the following, we elaborate on these two strategies.
Same Context. We first consider to use clips from the same video but with
different sampling paces as positive pairs, while those clips sampled from different
videos as negative pair, i.e., content-aware contrastive learning.
Formally, given a mini-batch of N video clips {x1, . . . , xN}, for each video
input xi, we randomly sample n training clips from it by different paces, resulting
in an actual training batch size n ∗ N . Here, for simplicity, we consider n = 2,
and the corresponding positive pairs are {(x˜i, pi), (x˜′i, pi′)}, where x˜i and x˜′i
are sampled from the same video. Video clips sampled from different video are
considered as negative pairs, denoted as {(x˜i, pi), (x˜J , pJ )}. Each video clip is
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then encoded into a feature vector zi in the latent space by the neural network
f(·). Then the positive feature vector pair is (zi, zi′) while the negative pairs
are {(zi, zJ )}. Denote sim(zi, zi′) as the similarity between feature vector zi
and zi
′ and sim(zi, z′J ) as the similarity between feature vector zi and z
′
J , the
content-aware contrastive loss is defined as:
Lctr sc = − 1
2N
∑
i,J
log
exp(sim(zi, zi
′))∑
i
exp(sim(zi, zi′)) +
∑
i,J
exp(sim(zi, zJ ))
, (2)
where sim(zi, zi
′) is achieved by the dot product zi>zi′ between the two feature
vectors and so as sim(zi, z
′
J ).
Same Pace. Concerning the proposed pace prediction pretext task, another
alternative contrastive learning strategy based on same pace is explored. Specifi-
cally, we consider video clips with the same pace as positive samples regardless of
the underlying video content, i.e., content-agnostic contrastive learning. In this
way, the contrastive learning is investigated from a different perspective that is
explicitly related to pace.
Formally, given a mini-batch of N video clips {x1, . . . , xN}, we first apply
the pace sampling transformation gpac(·) described above to each video input
to obtain the training clips and their pace labels, denoted as {(x˜1, p1),. . . ,
(x˜N , pN )}. Each video clip is then encoded into a feature vector zi in the la-
tent space by the neural network f(·). Consequently, (zi, zj) is considered as
positive pair if pi = pj while (zi, zk) is considered as negative pair if pi 6= pk,
where j, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. Denote sim(zi, zj) as the similarity between feature
vector zi and zj and sim(zi, zk) as the similarity between feature vector zi and
zk, the contrastive loss is defined as:
Lctr sp = − 1
N
∑
i,j,k
log
exp(sim(zi, zj))∑
i,j
exp(sim(zi, zj)) +
∑
i,k
exp(sim(zi, zk))
, (3)
where sim(zi, zj) is achieved by the dot product zi
>zj between the two feature
vectors and so as sim(zi, zk).
3.3 Network Architecture and Training
The framework of the proposed pace prediction approach is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Given a set of unlabeled videos, we firstly sample various video clips with differ-
ent paces. Then these training clips are fed into a deep model (3D CNN here)
for spatio-temporal representation learning. The final objective is to optimize
the model to predict the pace of each video clip and maximize the agreement
(mutual information) between positive pairs at the same time.
In terms of the network architecture, we mainly consider three backbone net-
works, i.e. C3D [46], 3D-ResNet [20] and R(2+1)D [47], to study the effectiveness
of the proposed approach. C3D is a classic neural network which operates on 3D
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𝑔1
𝑔5
𝑔3
𝑔5
(a) Sample by different paces (b) Feature extraction
Slow
Super fast
Normal
Super fast
Same pace Same context
(d) Contrastive learning
(c) Pace prediction
fc
f
f
f
f
…
…
Share weights
Fig. 3. Framework of the proposed approach. (a) Training clips are sampled by different
paces. Here, g1, g3, g5 illustrates examples of slow, normal and super fast pace. (b) A
3D CNN f is leveraged to extract spatio-temporal features. (c) The model is trained
to predict the specific pace applied to each video clip. (d) Two possible contrastive
learning strategies are considered to regularize the learning process at the latent space.
The symbols at the end of the CNNs represent feature vectors extracted from different
video clips, where the intensity represents different video pace.
video volume by extending 2D convolutional kernel to 3D. 3D-ResNet (R3D) [20]
is an extension of the ResNet [21] architecture to videos. In this work, we use
3D-ResNet18 (R3D-18). R(2+1)D [47] is proposed to break the original spatio-
temporal 3D convolution into a 2D spatial convolution and a 1D temporal con-
volution. Apart from these three networks, we also use a state-of-the-art model
S3D-G [56] to further exploit the potential of the proposed approach.
By jointly optimizing the classification objective (Eq. 1) and the contrastive
objective (Eq. 2 or 3), the final training loss is defined as:
L = λclsLcls + λctrLctr, (4)
where λcls, λctr are weighting parameters to balance the optimization of pace
prediction and contrastive learning, respectively. The Lctr refers to either con-
trastive learning with same pace Lctr sp or with same context Lctr sc.
4 Experiments
4.1 Datasets and Implementation Details
Datasets. We use three datasets as follows:
UCF101 [44] is a widely used dataset in action recognition task, consisting of
13,320 video samples with 101 action classes. The dataset is divided into three
training/testing splits and in this paper, following prior works [57, 3], we use
training split 1 as pre-training dataset and training/testing split 1 for evaluation.
Kinetics-400 (K-400) [27] is a large action recognition dataset, which consists
of 400 human action classes and around 306k videos. It is divided into three splits:
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training/validation/testing. In this work, we use the training split (around 240k
video samples) as the pre-training dataset, to validate the proposed approach.
HMDB51 [31] is a relatively small action recognition dataset, which con-
tains around 7,000 videos with 51 action classes. It is divided into three train-
ing/testing splits and following prior works [57, 3], we use training/testing split
1 for downstream task evaluation.
Self-supervised Pre-training Stage. When pre-training on the K-400 dataset,
for each video input, we first generate a frame index randomly and then start
from the index, sample a consecutive 16-frame video clip. While when pre-
training on UCF101 dataset, as it only contains around 9k videos in the training
split, we set epoch size to be around 90k for temporal jittering following [1].
As for data augmentation, we randomly crop the video clip to 112 × 112 and
flip the whole video clip horizontally. The batch size is 30 and SGD is used as
optimizer with an initial learning rate 1 × 10−3. The leaning rate is divided by
10 for every 6 epochs and the training process is stopped after 18 epochs. When
jointly optimizing Lcls and Lctr, λcls is set to 1 and λctr is set to 0.1.
Supervised Fine-tuning Stage. Regarding the action recognition task, dur-
ing the fine-tuning stage, weights of convolutional layers are retained from the
self-supervised learning networks while weights of fully-connected layers are ran-
domly initialized. The whole network is then trained with cross-entropy loss.
Image pre-processing method and training strategy are the same as the self-
supervised pre-training stage, except that the initial learning rate is set to 0.01
for S3D-G and 3× 10−3 for the others.
Evaluation. During inference, following the evaluation protocol in [57, 35],
we sample 10 clips uniformly from each video in the testing set of UCF101 and
HMDB51. For each clip, center crop is applied. The predicted label of each video
is generated by averaging the softmax probabilities of all clips in the video.
4.2 Ablation Studies
In this section, we firstly explore the best sampling pace design for the pace
prediction task. We apply it to three different backbone networks to study the
effectiveness of the pretext task and the network architectures. Experimental
results show that respectable performance can be achieved by only using the pace
prediction task. When introducing the contrastive learning, the performance is
further boosted, and the same content configuration performs much better than
the same pace one. More details are illustrated in the following.
Sampling Pace. We investigate the best setting for pace prediction task with
R(2+1)D backbone network [47] in Table 1. To study the relationship between
the complexity of the pretext task and the effectiveness on the downstream
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Table 1. Explore the best setting for pace
prediction task. Sampling pace p = [a, b]
represents that the lowest value of pace p
is a and the highest is b with an interval
of 1, except p = [ 1
3
, 3], where p is selected
from { 1
3
, 1
2
, 1, 2, 3}.
Color jittering Method #Classes UCF101
× Random - 56.0
× p = [1, 3] 3 71.4
× p = [1, 4] 4 72.0
× p = [1, 5] 5 72.0
× p = [1, 6] 6 71.1
X p = [1, 4] 4 73.9
X p = [ 1
3
, 3] 5 73.9
C3D R3D-18 R(2+1)D
46
52
58
64
70
76
Fi
ne
tu
ne
 U
CF
10
1 
Ac
cu
ra
cy
 [%
]
Random
VCOP
VCP
Ours
Fig. 4. Action recognition accuracy on
three backbone architectures (horizontal
axis) using four initialization methods.
task, we first use a relative pace design with only normal and fast motion. For
example, regarding p = [1, 3], we assume clips with p = 2 to be the anchor,
i.e., normal pace and therefore, clips with p = 3 are with faster pace and p = 1
are with slower pace. It can be seen from the table that with the increase of
the maximum pace, namely the number of training classes, the accuracy of the
downstream action recognition task keeps increase, until p = [1, 4]. When the
sampling pace increases to p = [1, 6], the accuracy starts to drop. We believe
that this is because such a pace prediction task is becoming too difficult for the
network to learn useful semantic features. This provides an insight on the pretext
task design that a pretext task should not be too simple nor too ambiguous to
solve, in consistent with the observations found in [37, 14].
We further validate the effectiveness of color jittering based on the best sam-
pling pace design p = [1, 4]. It can be seen from Table 1 that with color jittering,
the performance is further improved by 1.9%. It is also interesting to note that
the relative pace, i.e., p = [1, 4], achieves comparable result with the absolute
pace, i.e., p = [ 13 , 3], but with less number of classes. In the following experi-
ments, we use sampling pace p = [1, 4] along with color jittering by default.
Backbone Network. We validate the proposed pace prediction task without
contrastive learning using three backbone networks. Some recent works [57, 35]
validate their proposed self-supervised learning approaches on modern spatio-
temporal representation learning networks, such as R3D-18 [20, 47], R(2+1)D [47],
etc. This practice could influence the direct evaluation of the pretext tasks, as
the performance improvement can also come from the usage of more powerful
networks. Therefore, we study the effectiveness of the pace prediction task and
compare with some recent works on three backbone networks, as shown in Fig.
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Table 2. Evaluation of different contrastive learning configurations on both UCF101
and HMDB51 datasets. ∗Note that paramters when adding a fc layer only increase
∼4k, which is negligible compared to the original 14.4M parameters.
Experimental setup Downstream tasks
Pace Pred. Ctr. Learn. Network Configuration Params UCF101 HMDB51
X × R(2+1)D - 14.4M 73.9 33.8
× X R(2+1)D Same pace 14.4M 59.4 20.3
× X R(2+1)D Same context 14.4M 67.3 28.6
X X R(2+1)D Same pace 14.4M 73.6 32.3
X X R(2+1)D Same context 14.4M 75.8 35.0
X X R(2+1)D + fc Same context 14.4M∗ 75.9 35.9
4. For a fair comparison, following [57, 35], we use the first training split of
UCF101 as the pre-training dataset and evaluate on training/testing split 1.
Some key observations are listed in the following: (1) The proposed ap-
proach achieves significant improvement over the random initialization across
all three backbone networks. (2) Although in the random initialization setting,
C3D achieves the best results, R(2+1)D and R3D-18 benefit more from the self-
supervised pre-training and R(2+1)D finally achieves the best performance. (3)
Without contrastive learning, the proposed pace prediction task already demon-
strates impressive effectiveness to learn video representations, achieving compa-
rable performance with current state-of-the-art methods VCP [35] and VCOP[57]
on C3D and R3D-18 and outperforms them when using R(2+1)D.
Contrastive Learning. The performances of the two contrastive learning con-
figurations are shown in Table 4. Some key observations are listed for a better un-
derstanding of the contrastive learning: (1) The same pace configuration achieves
much worse results than the same context configuration. We suspect the reason
is that in the same pace configuration, as there are only four pace candidates
p = [1, 4], video clips are tend to belong to the same pace. Therefore, compared
with the same context configuration, much fewer negative samples are presented
in the training batches, withholding the effectiveness of the contrastive learning.
(2) Pace prediction task achieves much better performance compared to each of
the two contrastive learning settings. This demonstrates the superiority of the
proposed pace prediction task.
When combining the pace prediction task with contrastive learning, simi-
lar to the observation described above, regarding the same pace configuration,
performance is slightly deteriorated and regarding the same context configura-
tion, performance is further improved both on UCF101 and HMDB51 datasets.
It shows that appropriate multi-task self-supervised learning can further boost
the performances, in consistent with the observation in [12]. Based on the same
video content configuration, we further introduce a nonlinear layer between the
embedding space and the final contrastive learning space to alleviate the direct
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Table 3. Comparison with the state-of-the-art self-supervised learning methods on
UCF101 and HMDB51 dataset (Pre-trained on video modality only).∗The input video
clips contain 64 frames.
Method
Pre-training settings Evaluation
Network Input size Params Dataset UCF101 HMDB51
Fully supervised S3D-G 224× 224∗ 9.6M ImageNet 86.6 57.7
Fully supervised S3D-G 224× 224∗ 9.6M K-400 96.8 74.5
Object Patch[53] AlexNet 227× 227 62.4M UCF101 42.7 15.6
ClipOrder[36] CaffeNet 227× 227 58.3M UCF101 50.9 19.8
Deep RL[4] CaffeNet 227× 227 - UCF101 58.6 25.0
OPN [34] VGG 80× 80 8.6M UCF101 59.8 23.8
VCP [35] R(2+1)D 112× 112 14.4M UCF101 66.3 32.2
VCOP [57] R(2+1)D 112× 112 14.4M UCF101 72.4 30.9
PRP [58] R(2+1)D 112× 112 14.4M UCF101 72.1 35.0
Ours R(2+1)D 112× 112 14.4M UCF101 75.9 35.9
MAS[51] C3D 112× 112 27.7M K-400 61.2 33.4
RotNet3D [25] R3D-18 224× 224 33.6M K-400 62.9 33.7
ST-puzzle [28] R3D-18 224× 224 33.6M K-400 65.8 33.7
DPC [19] R3D-18 128× 128 14.2M K-400 68.2 34.5
DPC [19] R3D-34 224× 224 32.6M K-400 75.7 35.7
Ours R(2+1)D 112× 112 14.4M K-400 77.1 36.6
SpeedNet [3] S3D-G 224× 224∗ 9.6M K-400 81.1 48.8
Ours S3D-G 224× 224∗ 9.6M UCF101 87.1 52.6
influence on the pace prediction learning. It is shown that such a practice can
further improve the performance (last row in Table 4).
4.3 Action Recognition
We compare our approach with other methods on the action recognition task
in Table 3.We have the following key observations: (1) Our method achieve
the state-of-the-art results on both UCF101 and HMDB51 dataset. When pre-
trained on UCF101, we outperform the current best-performing method PRP [58].
When pre-trained on K-400, we outperform the current best-performing method
DPC [19]. (2) Note that here the DPC method uses R3D-34 as their backbone
network and the video input size is 224×224 while we only use 112×112. When
the input size of DPC is at the same scale as ours, i.e., 128×128, we outperform it
by 8.9% on UCF101 dataset. We attribute such success to both our pace predic-
tion task and the usage of R(2+1)D. It can be observed that with R(2+1)D and
only UCF101 as pre-train dataset, VCOP [57] can achieve 72.4% on UCF101 and
30.9% on HMDB51. (3) Backbone networks, input size and clip length do play
important roles in the self-supervised video representation learning. As shown in
the last row, by using the S3D-G [56] architecture with 64-frame clips as inputs,
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Start frame 1
𝒑 = 𝟏
End frame 16
𝒑 = 𝟐
End frame 32
𝒑 = 𝟑
End frame 48
𝒑 = 𝟒
End frame 64
Time
Fig. 5. Attention visualization of the conv5 layer from self-supervised pre-trained
model using [59]. Attention map is generated with 16-frames clip inputs and applied
to the last frame in the video clips. Each row represents a video sample while each
column illustrates the end frame w.r.t. different sampling pace p.
pre-training only on UCF101 can already achieve remarkable performance, even
superior to fully supervised pre-training on ImageNet (on UCF101).
To further validate the proposed approach, we visualize the attention maps
based on the pre-trained R(2+1)D model, as shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen
from the attention maps that the neural network will pay more attention to the
motion areas when learning the pace prediction task. It is also interesting to note
that in the last row, as attention map on p = 4 computes the layer information
spanning 64 frames, it is activated at several motion locations.
4.4 Video Retrieval
We further validate the proposed approach on the video retrieval task. Basically,
we follow the same evaluation protocol described in [35, 57]. Ten 16-frames clips
are sampled from each video and then go through a feed-forward pass to gener-
ate features from the last pooling layer (p5). For each clip in the testing split,
the Topk nearest neighbors are queried from the training split by computing
the cosine distances between every two feature vectors. We consider k to be 1,
5, 10, 20, 50. To align the experimental results with prior works [35, 57] for
fair comparison, we use pre-trained models from the pace prediction task on
UCF101 dataset. As shown in Table 4 and Table 5, our method outperforms
the VCOP [57] and VCP [35] in most cases on the two datasets across the three
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Table 4. Comparison with state-of-the-
art methods for nearest neighbour retrieval
task on UCF101 dataset.
Method Top1 Top5 Top10 Top20 Top50
A
le
x
N
et Jigsaw[37] 19.7 28.5 33.5 40.0 49.4
OPN[34] 19.9 28.7 34.0 40.6 51.6
Deep RL[4] 25.7 36.2 42.2 49.2 59.5
C
3
D
Random 16.7 27.5 33.7 41.4 53.0
VCOP[57] 12.5 29.0 39.0 50.6 66.9
VCP[35] 17.3 31.5 42.0 52.6 67.7
Ours (p5) 20.0 37.4 46.9 58.5 73.1
Ours(p4) 31.9 49.7 59.2 68.9 80.2
R
3
D
-1
8
Random 9.9 18.9 26.0 35.5 51.9
VCOP[57] 14.1 30.3 40.4 51.1 66.5
VCP[35] 18.6 33.6 42.5 53.5 68.1
Ours (p5) 19.9 36.2 46.1 55.6 69.2
Ours(p4) 23.8 38.1 46.4 56.6 69.8
R
(2
+
1
)D
Random 10.6 20.7 27.4 37.4 53.1
VCOP[57] 10.7 25.9 35.4 47.3 63.9
VCP[35] 19.9 33.7 42.0 50.5 64.4
Ours (p5) 17.9 34.3 44.6 55.5 72.0
Ours(p4) 25.6 42.7 51.3 61.3 74.0
Table 5. Comparison with state-of-the-art
methods for nearest neighbor retrieval task
on HMDB51 dataset.
Method Top1 Top5 Top10 Top20 Top50
C
3
D
Random 7.4 20.5 31.9 44.5 66.3
VCOP[57] 7.4 22.6 34.4 48.5 70.1
VCP[35] 7.8 23.8 35.5 49.3 71.6
Ours (p5) 8.0 25.2 37.8 54.4 77.5
Ours(p4) 12.5 32.2 45.4 61.0 80.7
R
3
D
-1
8
Random 6.7 18.3 28.3 43.1 67.9
VCOP[57] 7.6 22.9 34.4 48.8 68.9
VCP[35] 7.6 24.4 36.6 53.6 76.4
Ours (p5) 8.2 24.2 37.3 53.3 74.5
Ours(p4) 9.6 26.9 41.1 56.1 76.5
R
(2
+
1
)D
Random 4.5 14.8 23.4 38.9 63.0
VCOP[57] 5.7 19.5 30.7 45.8 67.0
VCP[35] 6.7 21.3 32.7 49.2 73.3
Ours (p5) 10.1 24.6 37.6 54.4 77.1
Ours(p4) 12.9 31.6 43.2 58.0 77.1
backbone networks. In practice, we also find that significant improvement can
be achieved by using the second last pooling layer (p4).
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a new perspective towards self-supervised video rep-
resentation learning, by pace prediction. Contrastive learning was also incorpo-
rated to further encourage the networks to learn high-level semantic features.
To validate our approach, we conducted extensive experiments across several
network architectures on two different downstream tasks. The experimental re-
sults demonstrated the superiority of our method on learning powerful spatio-
temporal representations. Besides, the pace prediction task does not rely on any
motion channel as prior information/input during training. As a result, such a
pace prediction task can serve as a simple yet effective supervisory signal when
applying the self-supervised video representation learning in real world, taking
advantage of billions of video data freely.
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Supplementary Materials
1 Overview
In this supplementary material we provide:
– More ablation studies on the pace prediction task design in Sec. 2
– Algorithm implementation details in Sec. 3
– More qualitative results of attention maps with different paces in Sec. 4
2 Additional Ablation Studies on Pace Prediction Task
Here we provide additional ablation studies on the design of the pace prediction
task, including (1) Pace prediction performance (Table 1). (2) Evaluation of the
performance on slow pace as described in our paper (Table 2). (3) Investiga-
tion on different pace steps (Table 3). (4) Analysis on video play direction, i.e.,
forwards or backwards (Table 4).
Pace prediction accuracy. We report the pretext task performance (i.e.,
pace prediction accuracy) and the downstream task performance (i.e., action
recognition accuracy) on UCF101 dataset in Table 1. It can be seen from the
table that with the increase of the maximum pace, the pretext task becomes
harder for the network to solve, which leads to degradation of the downstream
task. This further validate our claim in the paper that a pretext task should be
neither too simple nor too ambiguous.
Table 1. Pace prediction accuracy w.r.t. different pace design.
Pre-training Method # Classes Pace rea. acc. UCF acc.
× Random - - 56.0
X p = [1, 3] 3 77.6 71.4
X p = [1, 4] 4 69.5 72.0
X p = [1, 5] 5 61.4 72.0
X p = [1, 6] 6 55.9 71.1
Slow pace. In our paper, we propose two different methods to generate
video clips with slow pace: replication of previous frames or interpolation with
existing algorithms [1]. We choose the replication in practice as most modern
interpolation algorithms are based on supervised learning, while our work focuses
on self-supervised learning, forbidding us to use any human annotations.
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As shown in Table 2, compared with normal and fast paces, if we use normal
and slow paces, the performance of the downstream task decreases (73.9→72.6).
While when combining with both slow and fast pace (absolute pace as described
in the paper), no performance change is observed, which again validates our
choice of the pace configuration.
Table 2. Evaluation of slow pace.
Config. Pace # Classes UCF10 Acc.
Baseline [1,2,3,4] 4 73.9
Slow [ 1
4
, 1
3
, 1
2
,1] 4 72.6
Slow-fast [ 1
3
, 1
2
,1,2,3] 5 73.9
Pace step. Based on the better performance achieved by the fast pace as
shown above, we take a closer look into the fast pace design, by considering
different interval steps, i.e., frame skip. For simplicity, in the paper we showcase
with the step that equals one (baseline) between each fast pace where the paces
are {1,2,3,4}. Here we further explore the interval steps of two and three so as to
introduce larger motion dynamics into the learning process. It can be observed
from Table 3 that by increasing the interval steps, performance could be further
improved, but tends to saturate when the step is too large.
Table 3. Evaluation of different pace steps.
Step Pace # Classes UCF10 Acc.
1 [1,2,3,4] 4 73.9
2 [1,3,5,7] 4 74.9
3 [1,4,7,10] 4 74.7
Forwards v.s. backwards. It has been a long standing problem that whether
a forward played video can be considered as the same as its backward played
version, in self-supervised video representation learning. Some works [2, 3] argue
that these two versions should be attributed to the same semantic labels, while
Wei et al. prone to distinguish the forwards and backwards video [4]. In the
following, we investigate these two opinions based on our method as shown in
Table 4.
As for the random backwards with four classes, we consider forwards and
backwards videos as the same pace samples, while for backwards with eight
classes, they are considered to be different samples. It can be seen from the ta-
ble that, both configurations achieve lower performance than our baseline. We
suspect the reason is that to distinguish the backwards from forwards, it is essen-
tially a video order prediction task though in some order prediction work [2, 3]
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they are considered to be the same. When combing the proposed pace prediction
task with such an order prediction task, the network will be confused towards an
ambiguous target. As a result, the downstream task performance is deteriorated.
Table 4. Evaluation of video forwards v.s. backwards.
Config. Pace # Classes UCF10 Acc.
Baseline [1,2,3,4] 4 73.9
Rnd backwards [1,2,3,4] 4 73.0
Backwards [±1, ±2, ±3, ±4] 8 73.7
3 Implementation Details
Here we present the algorithms of the proposed approach, with two possible
solutions as mentioned in the paper: pace prediction with contrastive learning
on same video context and pace prediction with contrastive learning on same
video pace.
Algorithm 1 Pace prediction with contrastive learning on same video context.
Input: Video set X, pace transformation gpac(.), λcls, λctr, backbone network f .
Output: Updated parameters of network f .
1: for sampled mini-batch video clips {x1, . . . , xN} do
2: for i = 1 to N do
3: Random generate video pace pi, pi
′
4: x˜i = gpac(xi|pi)
5: x˜′i = gpac(xi|pi′)
6: zi = f(x˜i)
7: zi
′ = f(x˜′i)
8: end for
9: for i ∈ {1, . . . , 2N} and j ∈ {1, . . . , 2N} do
10: sim(zi, zj) = zi
>zj
11: end for
12: Define Lctr sc = − 12N
∑
i,J
log exp(sim(zi,zi
′))∑
i
exp(sim(zi,zi′))+
∑
i,J
exp(sim(zi,zJ ))
.
13:
14: Lcls = − 12N
∑ M∑
i=1
yi(log
exp(hi)∑M
j=1 exp(hj)
)
15: L = λclsLcls + λctrLctr sc
16: Update f to minimize L
17: end for
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Algorithm 2 Pace prediction with contrastive learning on same video pace.
Input: Video set X, pace transformation gpac(.), λcls, λctr, backbone network f .
Output: Updated parameters of network f .
1: for sampled mini-batch video clips {x1, . . . , xN} do
2: for i = 1 to N do
3: Random generate video pace pi
4: x˜i = gpac(xi|pi)
5: zi = f(x˜i)
6: end for
7: for i ∈ {1, . . . , N} and j ∈ {1, . . . , N} do
8: sim(zi, zj) = zi
>zj
9: end for
10: Define Lctr sp = − 1N
∑
i,j,k
log
exp(sim(zi,zj))∑
i,j
exp(sim(zi,zj))+
∑
i,k
exp(sim(zi,zk))
11:
12: Lcls = − 1N
∑ M∑
i=1
yi(log
exp(hi)∑M
j=1 exp(hj)
)
13: L = λclsLcls + λctrLctr sp
14: Update f to minimize L
15: end for
4 Attention Visualization
Finally, we provide the attention map visualization on more video clips with
different paces. Starting from the same initial frame, we sample 16-frames clips
with different paces p = 1, 2, 3, 4. Then we show the attention maps for every 3
frames. Note that only one attention map is generated based on a 16-frame video
clip. It can be seen from Fig. 1, clips with larger pace p contain larger motion
dynamics as they span more frames. The attention maps are also becoming active
in larger motion areas with the increase of pace p.
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Fig. 1. Attention visualization (using tool from [5]) of the conv5 layer from self-
supervised pre-trained model.
